
BGSS Meeting- December 5, 2013 
 
Present: Katie, Erin, Ben, Colin, Lauren, Mathieu, Max, Shane, Juliana, Laura, Jenn, Frank, 
Shawn 
Absent: Emily, Chadi 
Regrets: Richa,  
 
1.       Adoption of the updated constitution 
 
- Last meeting we asked people to send back comments on the constitution: only Katie 
responded 
 
- Comments on this version of the Constitution: 

- We have a line about banning members- IS THIS ALLOWED BASED ON PGSS 
BYLAW? 
- Shane will check this with Jacinth and get back to us 
- In article IV part 2: the line says co-presidents 
 - change this to say president(s) 

 
- vote on sending constitution to referendum: YES 
 
- Let’s remind all BGSS council members via email about the consequences of missing meetings 
(ie. can be asked to leave council) in the new constitution 
 
2.       Voting system 
 
- When should we hold the referendum? 

- December is too soon 
- The new year is suggested with the voting ending on a Friday night after happy hour 
- Final decision: mid-January 
 

- How do we set this up: 
- Ben says PGSS pays a fee for an online voting program and thinks this is organized 

 by by Jacinth 
- he will let us know after talking to her 
 

- We also have to look into who calls the referendum- Mathieu will do this 
 
 
 
3.       Holiday Happy Hour 
- Recap: 
 - December 12, 2013 
 - 5th floor atrium GCC 
 - Time: 4-6 
 - At 6:00 Jerry Pelletier will be starting his party afterwards 



- if post people plan to go to this we can bring leftover food and drinks to his 
party  
 

- Things to do/Plan: 
 - car and Costco trip on Wednesday with Katie: Max or Mathieu 
 - Meet Thursday at 3:00 in the atrium to cut food and decorate 
 - Purchase additional decorations (Katie) 
 - Raffle Prizes: 
  - Second Cup Gift Card (3x$15)- Katie will get 
  - SAQ (3 x $15)- Juliana will get 
  - Albert in a Santa hat and frame- Shane will get  
 
- start set up at 3:00- cutting veggies and cheese and decorating 
 
- raffle prizes: last year second cup 
 - saq gift cards more popular than second cup 
 - do some second cup (3 x $15)- Katie 
 - also do some SAQ (3 x $15)- Juliana 
 - also need albert in a santa hat (Shane will do this + get some picture frames) 
 
- As on now no beer from happy hour, but Shawn will confirm 
 
- Jenn and Lauren will bring Crockpots 
 
 
4.       Website presentation- by Laura 
 
- Most of the website is finished, it just needs to be published online 
- Laura walked the council through the completed website- it looks great 
- Comments:  
 - we have a blog on the homepage (our first post could be the Xmas party) 

- the dates are not correct on the seminar feed (seems to correspond to the date Christine 
posted the seminar 
 - the links though are clickable and the dates correct if clicked upon 
 - Max says he has the same thing on the Bouchard webpage 
- can we put past council members names on the page? 

- we could also create a new web template each year, so that old pages are still 
accessible 

- add in building services forms 
- can we link it to our twitter account- yes 

 
- Max will assist in making the webpage live 
 
- The page still needs a logo/Banner 
 - Ben’s friend is willing to do this 

- Council is excited about this after seeing the amazing work done on the holiday 



happy hour posters 
 - Suggestions on how to choose a logo? 
  - should we ask for suggestions from the Department?  
   - general consensus= NO 
  - Ideas: 
   -referencing history 
   - a pipette 
  - Keep in minimalistic 
  
- Put  images for ideas you might have in dropbox 
 
- Ben will take point on this project 
 
   
 
5.       Derick / Thomson awards 
 
- Shawn- Albert approached him to ask if there were any other names we wanted to add to the 
list 

- Answer: No 
 
- The department will pursue Maxime Bouchard and Bushan Nagar 

- Peter Siegl will not be pursued as Biochemistry is not his prinicipal appointment 
 
 
 
6.       Grad student games night update 
 
- this may or may not happen 
 
- If it does it will be in the new year 
 
- Shane will let us know if he hears anything else 
 
 
 
7.       PGSS news 
 
- Last Meeting December 4th 
 
- Large discussion about the lawsuit against the Canadian Federation of Students 

- PGSS says they left the CFS, but the CFS says the vote was not valid (the PGSS vote 
was 4 days instead of the CFS mandated 2) 
-  PGSS still is collecting fees for the CFS  
- Numerous Quebec and Canadian universities are involved in this lawsuit against the 
CFS 



   
8.       Ideas for another events 
 
- The BGSS aims to hold 4 main events 
 - last year the 4th was the career day 
 - IS THERE ANOTHER EVENT THAT WE CAN RUN IN ITS PLACE THIS YEAR 
 - can we find something that we can alternate with career day? 
 
- Suggestions:  
 - Formal 
 - Pubcrawl 
 - workshop day 
 
- Further Discussion about a workshop day: 
 - There are two ideas for formatting floating around 
  - 1) Student run/internal day 

- students run small workshops on a variety of topics that would interest 
students in the centre (ie. image analysis, programming in R) 
- attendees can pick which sessions they want to go 

   - 2) General Workshop Topic with invited speakers 
   - bring in the experts, with a general theme to the training (ie. stats) 
   - Could we bring in alum 

- Nanotech program does a similar program where there are 4 lectures from experts (from 
McGill). The subject matter was determined by polling students. In the afternoon students 
can choose to attend two hands on teaching sessions. 

 
- Too much discussion to decide anything today 
 - Will be discussed at January meetings 
 - type up ideas and send to President before January council on possible workshops 
  - address format of sessions (talks, hands on, multiple sessions running at once?) 
  - who runs the sessions 
  - topic ideas 
  - is it over multiple days or a single day 
-   


